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Transform your daily life with daily motivation, affirmations, and meditations from A Season of Positive
Thinking.Yes, it is possible to change your daily life by changing your ideas. In A Year of Positive
Thinking, you’ll transform your mindset and motivate positive lifestyle changes one thought, one day, and
one calendar year at a time. Spanning one complete season, from January to December, these daily
meditations show you towards visualizing and living your best life.From day time one, this book teaches
you the energy of positive thinking through quick and digestible affirmations located in positive
psychology, neuroscience, and personal development. Inspiration for personal advancement that draws on
positive psychology, neuroscience, and various other secular schools of believed for motivating positive
considering. Choose to see the good on the bad.A Calendar year of Positive Thinking includes: 365 days
of positive thinking with exercises, mantras, and reflections for self-respect, kindness, and love.A flexible
structure around the twelve months (January-December) which can be started any moment, any day, and
any moment that you’re prepared. Choose optimism over pessimism. Choose positive over bad thinking
with A 12 months of Positive Thinking.
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Like those page-a-day calendars, but way way better You know the way you buy those inspirational pagea-day calendars (let's be honest, someone "gifted" you that thing) and you also start out gleefully tearing
away each day until like March when you forget about it? After that you see it again in October and
experience guilty and that means you tear 6 months worthy of of cheerful "that can be done its" off and
toss them in the trash and still don't remember to use it till February of another calendar year? No? But,
this is simply not that sort of positive thinking. This book converted an anxiety-ridden pessimist.Yes, the
structure is split into daily nuggets. When there is somebody in your life who you would like to encourage
and inspire, this is the perfect gift. But this publication isn't exclusively for 2019, so that you can use it
over and over. The wisdom Cyndie imparts is definitely timeless and yet rooted in today's. Not only will
you feel happier and lighter, but you will also begin to consider the world with a more open and
understanding watch.Cyndie's daily entries may be used as a daily composing prompt, a morning hours
meditation , an night reflection, and a great email signature. They're short and to the point, respecting my
period and my cleverness. If you have never had the chance to hear Cyndie speak (and you ought to
definitely do this), this is actually the next best thing.S. Her speeches, social media, and communities
bestow it liberally and in perpetuity. I loved Cyndie Spiegel's ability to deliver straightforward and
thought-provoking insight in such short daily messages. This is actually the daily dosage of joy that we all
need- true, thoughtful and beautifully provided. Most importantly she makes us pinky swear never to ask
for permission once again.So, if you believe you need a few of that in your daily life. But, besides that, I
find myself attempting to send her terms to so many people in my own life every instant.P. Cyndie has
used it upon herself to free women of the fear of needing permission. A powerful, inspiring, and healing
publication! I purchased this for all of the people in my life, regardless of gender. A beautiful publication
that may actually change your life I heard Cyndie Spiegel speak this summer, and it was an unbelievable
encounter. The courageous and honest wisdom that she delivers in daily snippets is not only easy to read
but it also allows you to ponder on its message throughout the day. This reserve is designed to change
how you think through daily doses of truth and positivity. A Fresh Start to the entire year! I purchased a
copy for myself, and also one for my Mom. After reading the book, I plan to purchase several even more
to provide as client presents. Yes, the aforementioned nuggets are short and simple.This book isn't like
this. I couldn't get more than enough! If you’re considering whether to get this publication for yourself or
someone else, the answer can be yes and yes. I've a lot of panic, and sometimes that leaves me unable to
really relax and sleep for lots of hours a night time.” Bite- sized bits to help you build the opportunity to
see light. WOW. It had been like Cyndie was talking with me, identifying exactly what I needed to hear
about positive psychology and serving it up with a realness that I couldn't plug my ears to. I know I'm
supposed to read this book daily, but I am pouring through March as I pause to create this review. There
are a lot of journals and giftable books out there that promote positively thinking and daily wisdom, but
Cyndie's book is SO. Also I, an anxiety-ridden pessimist who's skeptical of all advice, have already been
enthralled with "A 12 months of Positive Thinking" since web page 1. BETTER. MUCH. This is positive
considering rooted the truth is (with all its complexity). Like the bite sized nuggets of wisdom in this lead.
I read it all just how through on initial reading and am looking forward to rereading it daily in the coming
year.Each day's wisdom would make an excellent journal entry. I anticipate spending a lot of time with
this publication of gems in the new year.I love it so very much, I just bought copies for all my friends and
clients! Cyndie brings her trademark honestly, wisdom and wit. Because we all need reminding that we
are awesome and effective. Gorgeously printed, A Year of Positive Thinking is normally small, adorable,
and bursting with inspiration. Each day includes a small story, estimate, exercise, mantra, or affirmation;
which range from as short as a sentence up to paragraph. The bright colors get this to book cheerful, a
good way to add some pop to your nightstand. Cyndie Spiegel. Though I was provided a free digital
version for my review, I will be buying a paperback copy. Great for gifting, better still for keeping :) The

perfect gift for yourself and those you love Cyndie Spiegel somehow finds the exact required mix of
tough like and understanding to task and empower you to manage your life and your happiness. I have
integrated it into my morning hours pages each day and like that it can sort of serve as a prompt to get
me going. Her daily writings provide ideal prompt for journaling, self-reflection, and personal growth. I
began reading Cyndie's book at 5:30 am one Saturday when I could not really get myself to sleep in.
Positive Reminders for Everyday I'm a longtime Cyndie Spiegel fan on Instagram and was so thrilled
when she announced that this book would be coming. This reserve is the perfect mixture of her character
and great daily choose me ups. She pushes you to understand to love yourself through all of your bad
days, mistakes, and imperfections, to believe in yourself, and to go forth pleased with who you are and
what you stand for. This isn't just for ladies. She challenges us to stand inside our truth- or sit with this
pain- until we strip away everything that will not serve us and uncover what will. Cyndie is a dynamic
speaker with a straightforward, yet innovative, message for women. If you take the time to let her positive
wisdom sink in, you will begin to discharge the negativity and self-limiting beliefs that are holding you
back again. Bonus, you don't have to throw anything away. Daily words to build the ability to see light
within the darkness--exactly what most of us need. Often positive thinking is used as a way to gloss over
the really difficult truths and instead concentrate on feeling good. Simply me then. Daily inspiration and
reminders about how exactly I would like to live. This is positive thinking that’s about literally changing
how you connect to the world-- not really because doing this will all of a sudden make everything okay,
but because it will make you more outfitted to thrive in this world. Straight to the Heart Quick, readable
beautiful daily nuggets that may have you thinking the whole day. I made a decision to dive into Cyndie's
book, and by the end of the intro I had been misty-eyed. It’s exactly what we all need. As Cyndie writes,
“The ability to observe light within the darkness creates an environment of wide-open, heart-bursting
possibilities. For those who've completed any personal advancement, the concepts may be familiar, but
the way that the author delivers them are new, new and right to the heart. Like she is talking right to you
in a loving, but no-nonsense way. It's not labelled exclusively for 2019, it's generic so that it can be used
over and over, or passed along following a season of positive thinking. The inimitable Cyndie Spiegel is
getting the special brand of tender and tough love which has made her an effective speaker and small
company coach into book form! Also would be lovely to make use of as journal prompts to generate
more positivity in your life. Positivity for ordinary people This book may be the guide to positivity that we
all need. Cyndie offers you true and tangible methods to cultivate more joy in your day to day. This isn't
about rainbows and unicorns, it's about real life, and realizing that people get to prefer to get happy, and
Cyndie shows you how with daily reminders, quotations and terms of wisdom. She provides us
permission to show up, just once we are. Browse to Spark A Transformation in Your Life I attended a talk
by Cyndie Spiegel come early july and her wisdom sparked a huge change in my life. This publication is
taking most of her no-nonsense, thought provoking, and relatable ability to drop a bomb on people and
boiling it down into little daily quips, rates, and tales. If you need a trusted method to kick-start your day,
this reserve is for you. I have personally been reading a month each night to get me in a positive
headspace before bed. This book is for you personally. I currently bought two copies and I am excited to
start deploying it for intention environment in the yoga exercises classes I teach! I believe everyone can
reap the benefits of reading this book. A delicious box of truffles! The publication is designed to give you
a reading on each day of the entire year, but I love the idea of picking it up and starting to the page that
you need most. This small gem is like a box of delicious truffles. One can savor a bite-sized packet of
deliciously empowering and inspiring like each day of the 12 months, or simply f-ing BINGE and devour
it all in one setting. Personally, I'm performing both. This would make a fabulous graduation gift for
young women, pick-her-higher for a friend who requirements reminding of how incredible she is, or an
indulgent gift for yourself. A self help book for all those with short attention spans, or those who simply

want to start out small. And who better to remind us compared to the coolest gal on the block? This book
will make a great present for anybody looking to start out the brand new year right.
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